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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Hikes-Hunsinger House is a two-story Federal farmhouse with extended kitchen and 
service ell. The house is presently situated at a bend in Hikes Lane, a portion of which 
follows the original driveway or lane that led to the front of the house. The house and 
farm were originally located near a branch of Beargrass Creek which meanders southward 
from the Ohio River from the original east end of Louisville. It was its location near the 
Creek to the northwest that permitted the early mill and distillery on the property.

The main block of the house, which faces southwest, is one-room deep. Somewhat 
unusually, there is a two-story rear ell off the northwest end of the main block, connected 
to it by means of a stairhall, which also opens to the side entrance (now facing Hikes Lane), 
Beyond are the original "dog-trot," always closed to the northvnow boarded in at the other 
end as well, and the original kitchen with loft over. A series of modest galleries leads 
from the rear of the central hall of the main block along the ell to the kitchen. The 
surviving brick smokehouse is located a short distance to the east.

The foundations of the house consist of large ashlar blocks of local stone. The walls are 
of brick laid in Flemish bond on the two main (southwest and northwest) sides only; 
the other sides are in common bond. There is a header course at first-floor ceiling 
level throughout. The main front has five bays, fairly widely and evenly spaced. The 
openings have header-and-stretcher splayed voussoirs. The roof has a low slope. 
Chimneys are within the mass of the wall. There is a normal cornice returned before the 
ends of the walls. Characteristically for the period, the gable ends are absolutely flat.

There may well have been no front porch originally, only a stoop. A one-story porch of 
modest Greek Revival character, probably dating from the mid-19th century* appears in an 
old photograph dated about 1892; it consisted of four square piers in front of the entrance 
bay. It was replaced sometime before 1924 by the present porch of similar proportions 
with only two rough Perma-Stone piers and parapets at the sides. Over the side entrance, 
there is a delightful and delicate late Victorian porch which has a character of its own 
but barely disturbs the integrity of the wall. The gallery along the dining-room and 
side-hall portion of the rear ell has rather early chamfered posts and a low newel. This 
continues into a sort of boardwalk outside the original dogtrot. Steps lead down to a brick 
path under the extended roof of the kitchen wing.

The main entrance to the house has wide double doors with single panels below and three 
above set In a grooved frame with elliptical fanlight and, unusually, no sidelights. The 
fan has radiating muntins and an interesting and also unusual concave-sided diamond 
feature in the center; the same motif linked in series also occurs in vertical and horizontal 
panels on the living-room mantel (and perhaps once on the lost parlor mantel). The
front entrance also has engaged quarter columns on the outside, a wooden "keystone,"
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The Hikes-Hunsinger House was built in 1824 by George Hikes, Jr. The Hikes family 
was one of Louisville's distinguished early families who built a number of houses in 
the area, several of which survive. The house remains in the possession of members of 
the Hikes family,, and has had a continuous span of habitation for 150 years.

The house itself is a typical Federal farmhouse of fine quality with a highly satisfying 
sense of moderation in proportions. Although the ornamental detail is relatively simple, 
there are subtle distinctions between the formal and informal parts of the residence and 
between individual rooms, reflecting their original domestic functions. Although now 
surrounded by fast-increasing suburban development, the house still retains the original 
kitchen and service wing, a smokehouse, and a portion of the original grounds. Although 
they are not integral to the House, it is of interest that the family furnishiigs, including 
some of the tools and molding templates used in the construction of the buildings, remain 
on the property.

Colonel George Hikes, Sr. (1762-1832), was a Revolutionary War soldier, originally from 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. He came to Louisville in 1785. His son George Hikes, 
Jr., the builder of the house, was born in 1788. George Hikes married Elizabeth Jones 
in 1813. She died in 1820 and he remarried Nancy Augustus in 1823. In 1824 Hikes, Sr., 
divided his farm aM Hikes, Jr., constructed the house on his portion of the land. He 
built and operated a distillery and grist mill on the farm (where the Mansard Apartments 
now stand). George Hikes, Jr., served as the first Jefferson County Justice in 1833. 
On April 1845 he deeded to trustees of District #1 school, one acre of land on Bardstown 
to erect a school Hikes Grade School.

The house was inherited by Hikes', Jr., son, Edward Jones Hikes (1817-1901). He 
married Paulina Keller in 1838. Their youngest daughter Lena Crawford (1861-1945) 
inherited the house. She married Charles Edward Hunsinger, an Alsatian, sin 1881. 
Their second son, Claude Hobson Hunsinger (fe 98-1971) s was next to inherit 'the house. He 
married Marguerite Wilder in 1921. Their daughters presently own the property.

Naturally, a family which has preserved and maintained their tangible heritage as sensi 
tively and perseveringly as the Hikes - Hunsingers, have also accumulated intangible 
souvenirs of their life. Family records are well preserved, in addition to stories and 
legends, such as those concerning a ghost or two. Union soldiers are said to have 
camped in the pasture on their way to the battle at Perryville; for their officers , the
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Hikes-Hun singer House

and implied capitals below the arch, suggesting a retardataire Georgian quality. The main 
staircase is of exceptional beauty. It rises along one wall of the hall to a landing at the 
rear and turns forward in a short flight. The stairs to the third floor above follow the 
same pattern but are steeper and narrower. The stringers are extraordinarily fine: linear 
scrolls with filled-in centers rhythmically spaced. The rungs are plain and slender; 
their railing takes a graceful bend up to the first landing; the other angles have knobs 
above and dainty pendants below.

The formal parlor, which now has a mid-Victorian castiron mantel, has no chair-railing, 
but high baseboards, concentric circles in the corner blocks, and grooved frames. The 
parlor windows are recessed with shallow ovals in the panels below the windows, which are 
9_ over-6-pane sash throughout the house. Samples of early wallpapers and borders from 
parlor and stairhall have been preserved.

The less formal living room to the left of the entrance hall does have chair-rail ing. 
The woodwork is fine but simple, although the mantel combines the diamond motif 
with concentric corner blocks and grooving. The shelf projects triply over dramatically 
superimposed moldings. The side hall entrance has a plain square transom. The side 
stairs have knobs and pendants, but no trim on the stringers. The dining room mantel has 
only an oval panel in the center; there is also an original built-in cupboard and chair- 
railing. The dining-room is divided from the side hall by a thin partition, not a brick 
wall. The interior of the dogtrot has been somewhat modernized using old materials. 
The rear kitchen, no longer used except for the display of early utensils, is virtually 
intact. The upstairs bedrooms have similar woodwork, but progressively simpler. 
The mantels have the earlier type of separate shelves and frames around the openings. 
At the head of the stairs is a small chamber with a thin original partition.

There are many original window panes throughout. The attic burned a number of years 
ago, but Roman numerals used in matching the rafters during construction remain. 
There is a large chimney opening in the basement under the dining-room fireplace. 
There is some rot in the old beams supporting the floors, particularly under the 
dining room. In most respects, however, the house is extremely well-maintained, 
having suffered no gaps in maintenance during its history.

The smokehouse, which was used to cure ham until 1940, is of brick with the typical 
lozenge-like pattern of ventilator holes in the sides, a fairly low pyramidal roof, 
very graceful cornices, and a pineapple finial (said to symbolize Southern hospitality). 
The original door consists of vertical boards in a plain pegged frame.
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The property also includes a 25-acre farmed field to the east that is not included in the 
nomination, as it is surrounded by developed residential areas and a school. There 
is a contemporary two-car cinderblock garage behind the house. The old well is 
within the ell. A stone barn formerly across the lane has been torn down but is to be re- 
erected at Locust Grove, the Croghan House, also in eastern Louisville.
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girls of the family sang in the parlor perhaps in front of the Victorian mantel said to 
be the result of one daughter's boarding school "airs" on her return home. It is stated 
in an 1880s history of the cities at the Falls of the Ohio that the family-produced 
whiskey was good only for medicinal purposes. Only affection and a sense of humor 
could have allowed a place to remain as vivid yet mellow a reminder of its inhabitants' 
past.


